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previously conceived or pursued. Therefore,
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description and claims in this application and
is not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in
this section. The following abbreviations that
may be found in the specification and/or the
drawing figures are defined as follows: 3GPP

3rd generation partnership project AAUs
adaptive allocation units BC cell CC cell
connected cell CCellID (assigned) mobile

subscriber identity of one CCcell CCneighbor
cell of the CCcell of the AAU in question

CCneighborCellId identifier of the
CCneighbor cell of the CCcell of the AAU in
question CCtcc-Info (assigned) containing the
information on the CCcell that the serving cell
belongs to CCtcc-Info (assigned) contained in
the CCtcc-Info of the serving cell CCtcc-Info
(assigned) containing the information on the

CCcell that the neighbor cell belongs to CCtcc-
Info (assigned) contained in the CCtcc-Info of

the neighbor cell CCtcc-Info (assigned)
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containing the information on the CCcell that
the serving cell belongs to CCtcc-Info

(assigned) contained in the CCtcc-Info of the
serving cell CCtcc-Info (assigned) containing

the information on the CCcell that the
neighbor cell belongs to CCtcc-Info (assigned)

contained in the CCtcc-Info of the neighbor
cell CCtcc-Info (assigned) contained in the

CCtcc-Info of 3da54e8ca3
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